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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

A. A. Kltismatulin 

KlMIYA-YI SA'ADAT BY ABU I:IAMID MUI:IAMMAD AL-GHAZAL! 
AL-TUSI: SOME TEXTUAL OBSERVATIONS 

The works of Abu Hamid Muhammad al-Ghaza!I al-Tiisl 
( 1058-1111 ), the g~eatest Mu;lim thinker of the Middle 
Ages, constitute an extremely valuable intellectual inheritance 
for contemporary Islam. His numerous well-known works on 
philosophy, jurisprudence, logic, theology and $iifism allow 
us to regard him as one of the most prolific authors in the 
Muslim world. It has been said of al-Ghaza!I that if one 
divides the number of pages he wrote (in works known to us) 
by the number of days he lived, one finds that he wrote four 
pages a day [ l ]. The works by al-Ghazal! have come down to 
us in numerous manuscripts held in various repositories all 
over the world. Naturally, the oldest manuscripts are of 
special interest to specialists, constituting a valuable source 
for those engaged in text investigations. 

The current article is devoted to al-Ghazalrs first com
position written in Persian and entitled the Kimiyfl-yi 
sa 'iidat ("The Alchemy of Happiness"). It should be noted 
that the oldest known manuscript fragment of the Kimiyfl-yi 
sa'adat (call number B 4612) is kept in the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. Judging 
from palaeographic features of the manuscript, it can 
be dated to the beginning of the twelfth century. It contains 
the complete third rukn of the work (see fig. /) and 
was acquired by the Institute from the collection of 
0. L. Vilchevsky (1902-1964). 

The manuscript was first described by Vilchevsky him
self[2], but an unhappy error prevented him from identify
ing it as a fragment of the Klmiyfl-yi sa 'fldat. Besides, the 
author's article focused not on the problem of identifying 
the fragment but on its importance to the reconstruction of 
the world-outlook of the urban population of Iran in the 
medieval age. Vilchevsky dated the manuscript "no later 
than the mid-eleventh century" and failed in identifying the 
work. He termed its author "the anonymous composer". In 
a note, however, he came close to his real name and only 
one step remained to be taken to make the correct sugges
tion. The late l:'fusayn-i Khadiwjam used the copy while 
preparing a scholarly edition of the Klmiyfl-yi sa 'fldat and 
confirmed the view of its unique age [3]. To convey a full 
sense of this precious copy, I present here a brief descrip
tion of manuscript B 4612, which has not yet been cata-

logued. The manuscript (20.0 x I 5.0 cm) contains I 9 I 
folios; originally polished yellow rude thick paper; black 
Indian ink, naskh-i /rflnl (see fig. 2); text without frame 
(14.5x10.0 cm); 17 lines per page; cartouches remained 
unfilled; a twentieth-century restoration of the light-brown 
binding (pasteboard covered in stamped synthetic leather). 
On fol. 001 a there are two inscriptions (jig. 3): the upper 
one comprises the date (Rama<;lan A. H. 605) and the name 
- Ab! b. Mu~ammad b. 'All b. 'Abd al-'Amld; the lower, 
made on the occasion of the birthday, containes the date 
("before breakfast, 25 Rabi' al-Awwal A.H. 584") and the 
name - Abu Bakr A~'adallah. 

Before treating some questions arising from the exami
nation of the Klmiyfl-yi sa 'fldat's text, let us make a brief 
outline of al-Ghazalrs life stages. There were three basic 
periods of his literary activity. The first period is linked to the 
beginning of his teaching, first in Nlshapiir and then in Baghdad 
under the Seljuk wazlr Ni?-fun al-Mulk al-Tiisl (killed in 
I 092) [4]. The latter was known for creating on the territory 
from Syria to Khurasan numerous madrasas, charged with 
"reanimating" and defending Sunni Islam. In his honour they 
were called Ni:;;flmlya. Ni?-fun al-Mulk invited his countryman 
from Tiis to teach in one of these madrasas [5]. In the period of 
his teaching in 1091/2-1095, al-Ghaza!I, wrote a number of 
works, for the most part on philosophy, jurisprudence, theology 
and madhabs. Toward the end of this period, having studied all 
of the basic works of his time on theology and philosophy, 
al-Ghaza!I took interest in the works of $iifi authors, which 
made him a follower of Muslim mysticism. After his stopping 
the teaching in the madrasa, he, for half a year, became 
a follower of the mystical path. But al-Ghazalrs analytical mind 
and active nature apparently prevented him from wholly subju
gating himself to his shaykh, which led to his failure in the area 
of the $iifi practice, a spiritual crisis, and the scholar's departure 
from Baghdad [ 6]. 

The second period was marked by eleven years
joumeying in 1095-1106, of which he spent two years in 
Syria before departing for other Arab countries. He visited 
Jerusalem and then completed the l}fljj, after which al
Ghaza!I returned to his native Tiis. From there, he was in
vited to teach in Nlshapiir at a Ni::;flmlya by the son ofNi?-fun 
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al-Mulk, Fakhr al-Mulk. His eleven years of travelling formed 
the most productive period in al-Ghazalfs life. Between 
I 097 and 1102, in Syria, Jerusalem, the J:lijaz, and in his 
native Tiis, he wrote what is probably his best known and 
largest work - IJ:ryii · 'uliim al-dln ("Resurrection of the 
Sciences of Faith"). With his customary logic and style of 
argumentation, the scholar provides a detailed examination 
of absolutely all aspects of the practice of normative Islam 
as well as the mystical practice which grew out of it at 
that time. 

The third period of al-Ghazalfs life can be designated as 
his return to teaching at the Nfshapiir madras a in 1106. But 
this period was very short and continued no longer than five 
years, until his death in Tiis in 1111. 

Al-Ghazalfs Klmiyii-yi sa 'iidat, completed presumably 
between 1102 and 1106, appeared together with other 
works written during the second period of the scholar's life. 
This work - one of the few written by the author in Persian 
- was one of the first among Persian-language works on 
$iifism compiled by a Muslim religious authority. In its 
popularity among the population of the Iranian world it 
stands together with the first work on $iifism written in 
Persian, the Kash/ al-ma~jiib ("Revelation of That Which Is 
Veiled") by 'Alf b. 'Uthman al-Jullabf al-Hujwfrf (d. be
tween I 072-1077). In fact, al-Ghazalfs Klmiyii-yi sa 'iidat 
significantly surpasses al-Hujwfrf's work in the number of 

manuscript copies which have reached us, let alone publi
cations of the Klmiyii which continue to appear. Nearly all 
large manuscript collections contain at least three or four 
manuscript copies of the work. The reason is not only the 
author's fame and authority, but the simple expository style 
of the writing. It should be also noted the diminishing 
significance of the Arabic language and the rebirth of 
Persian-language cultural tradition, a process which began 
under the Sam'anids (875-999) with the literary activity of 
Riidakf (d. 940/941) and Firdawsf (934-1020) and 
continued during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Moreo
ver, the dates of copying indicate a constant demand for the 
Klmiyii-yi sa 'iidat across the centuries, beginning in the 
twelfth and continuing to the present. This testifies to its 
popularity on the intellectual market within the Iranian 
ethno-linguistic region and even beyond its borders. It 
should be stressed here that al-Ghaz.alf, who had previously 
written only in Arabic - the sacred language of the Qur'an, 
Arab science, and international relations within the diir al
isliim - felt it necessary to compile his work in Persian, 
addressing quite a different readership. 

Leaving aside the numerous lithograph editions of the 
work which appeared in the nineteenth century, we list here 
copies of the work preserved at large manuscript collections 
(see Tables 1-5). 

Table 1 

Collection of the Russian National Library 

Nos. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Nos. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Century Catalogue 
number [7] 

Date Call number 

xv 1031 IX/XV century Dom 261 

XVII 1034 108911678 P.n.s. 119 

XV111 1032 1118/1706 P.n.s. 167 

XIX 1033 1283/ 1866--67 P.n.s. 10 

Table 2 

Collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies 

Century Catalogue Date Call number 
number [8] 

XII /[1120---50] B 4612 

xv 3526 900/1495 B 928 

XVI 3527 958/1551 B 930 

XVI 3780 984/1576 c 1351 

XVI 3525 1000/1592 A 314 

XVII 3531 1032/1622 B 929 

XVII 75 (Addendum) 1111/1699 B 4549 

XVIIl 3529;3764 [ 1200] 11786 B 2385 

XIX 3862 [1261]/1845 B 1977 
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Table 3 

Collection of the National Library of Egypt 

Nos. Century Catalogue Date Call number 
number [9] 

I XII 1869 576/1180 ._,..)u ...;_,....;fr 

2 Xlll 1865 600/1204 -:.....lb._,..JuJ_,...:; VY 

3 Xlll 1866 689/1290 )_,...; ...;_,....; YVA 

4 XIV 1858 77411372 <J"'JL;J_,....;~- Ir 

5 xv 1857 835/1431 <J"')L;J_,....;~-\Y 

6 xv 1863 855/1451 -:.....lb._,..JuJ_,...:; r· 
7 xv 1859 89311487 -:.....lb._,..)L;J_,...:; \Y 

8 XVI I860 91111506 -:.....lb._,..JuJ_,...:; If 

9 XVII I862 106911659 -:.....lb._,..JuJ_,...:; Yr 

IO XVIII 1868 I 122/17I I <J"')L.; ...;_,....; \Y 

Table 4 

Collection of the British Library (Indian office) 

Nos. Century 
Catalogue 

Date Call number 
number (IO] 

I. xv 178I 905/1499 424 

2. XVII 1782 1020/1611 1414 

3. XVII 1783 1081/1670 20I3 

4. XVII 1784 1086/1675 2121 

5. XVII 1785 1087/1676 2856 

6. XVII 1786 I 09611685 I277 

7. XVIII 1787 1173 /1759 3I49 

Table 5 

Collection of the British Library [ 11 ]. 

Nos. Century Date Call number 

I. XIII 672/1274 Add. 25,026 

2. XIII-XV Xlll-XV Add. 7604 

3. xv xv Or. 258 

4. xv xv Add.25,841 

5. XVII 1023/1614 Add. 16,809 

6. XVIII 1142/1730 Add. 16,810 

7. XVIII XVIII Add.25,842 
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Other collections indicate the similar demand for the Ki
miya-yi sa 'adat by al-Ghaza!T. 

The KTmiya appeared not long before the emergence of 
the many $iifi brotherhoods which formed on the basis of 
various $iifi schools. Such, for example, was the school of 
Khwajagan, the founder of which, 'Abd al-Khaliq al
GhijduwanT (d. 1180 or 1220), is considered to have devel
oped the eight principles which later formed the spiritual
religious basis of the NaqshbandTya brotherhood. Baha' al
DTn Naqshband (1318-1389) later added only three provi
sions to them. These principles are considered the sovereign 
spiritual product of the Khwajagan school and the Naqsh
bandTya. However, the text of the Klmiya formulates in one 
fashion or another the majority of the principles of the 
NaqshbandTya-Khwajagan (twelfth - beginning of the six
teenth centuries), though not always as laconically as 
Kashifi Wa'i~. the author of the basic hagiographic work on 
the NaqshbandTya-Khwajagan, the Rashaf;at 'ayn al-f;ayat 
("Drops from the Well-Spring of Eternal Life") [12]. 

In describing the special principles of spiritual-religious 
life, al-GhazalT says that they were arrived at by mystics, 
"who realized that they appeared in the world for trade. 
Their deals are with their own souls. The profit or loss from 
these transactions are paradise or hell" [ 13]. He defines 
these mystics as "possessing inner vision" (ahl-i ba~Trat) 
and "great men of faith" (buzurgan-i din). In other words, 
although these principles are included in the system of the 
philosopher's world-outlook, occupying the fourth rukn, 
sixth a~! of his work, al-GhazalT makes it clear that they 
came into being before him and are not his creation. At 
other places in the work, al-GhazalT explains his own views 
on the $iifi path, views which differ somewhat from the 
principles he singles out elsewhere. 

Further, both in the KTmiya and the Rashaf;iit, these 
principles are termed either necessary conditions (shar!), 
which must be observed simultaneously in order to set off 
on the path, or stations (maqams) through which he who 
follows the path (suliik) must pass successively in order to 
attain the desired goal. In the first case, there is no need for 
successive order in following the shar!s either on the path 
or in explanations. One must simply accept them all at once 
as a given. But in the second case, the absence of a clearly 
defined order makes nonsense of the concept of maqam. 
The seemingly illogical nature of this terminological 
combination is explained only in the KTmiya: all necessary 
conditions are set one's soul as to a partner in a game and 
are set forth once and for all. Later, as the game with one's 
soul progresses, the participant must successively pass 
through the stations articulated as conditions. 

Al-GhazalT says the following about the stations: 

"They (~iifis - A. Kh.) have defined for themselves 
six stations (maqiims) - mushiirakat (partnership), muf; 
iisabat (self-accountability), muriiqabat (observation), 
mu 'iitabat (repentance), mu 'iiqabat (punishing oneself), 
and mujiihadat (inner struggle, exerting efforts)" (14). 

All terms are given as 3rd masdars, implying interac
tion (in this particular case, with one's own soul). 

We provide here several typical, clearly delineated par
allels between the principles of the spiritual life of the 
NaqshbandTya-Khwajagan as described in the Rashaf}at and 
the stations indicated in the Klmiyii. 

I. Musharakat (partnership, participation) - hush dar 
dam (consciousness in breathing).: 

Text 

Raslla~1lit [ 15] 

),..:,.> .r jl .S -'!i .r. .:w' jl ._,....;.;.I' .S ..:.....;i,), r' ;'.; f' .,..;,) 
,_,......<;Jl.i.;;1...,:....,r';'J.f'< ... > ~L,;ol;)·~~, ..-!~,_,.~, 

._,....;.; _,,. J ..-!~ ;,..:,.> .r jl J .l.!l; ~ .r jl .s J;l,.o ~ 
..-!L,; jjli., .)L> .;L...,- ..;> jl J:.f:' .s 

KTmiyli [ 16] 

..S .:-l._,..,A;.s.1>} ~ ...-Li;I _;I._,....;.; .I'< ... > .::..S).:... ;' J,1 rli.. 
..,_;.; ~ < ... > ; .),I ..,.,L-> J ...-is:.. .SJJ"~ .:,I,; -& .SJ) 

J~ .:.j) ..s ,_,.;-,.l'J~;..,. ~.::..~Ir-" 1 ..... .s ~..J..-. ,_,, 
J;l_;A.:.;, .)L....:;1.i> rl.o ;'..:...I,,...., ...-Li;l .S ,),; 

Translation 

Raslla~1lit 

The drop (rash~a). Consciousness in breathing re
quires that each breath which emanates from within stem 
from divine consciousness and presence, and that it pre
clude unconcern < ... > Consciousness in breathing signi
fies the movement from breath to breath and demands an 
absence of unconcern and the presence of consciousness. 
Each breath which one takes must be filled with the Most 
High and devoid of unconcern. 

In illuminating the mushiirakat station, al-GhazalT ex
plains that one must set one's soul the condition of always 
remembering God, just as partners set each other conditions 
at the beginning of a game. In one of the Indian lithographs, 
this station is even renamed the station of 'conditionality' 
(mushara!al), which is evidently an error [ 17]. It is impera
tive to see to the observance of this condition at each 

KTmiya 

The first station is partnership < ... > Each breath 
among the breaths in our life is a gem which can enrich 
[one]. The most important element in this is accounting 
and [self-]accounting < ... > one says to one's soul: "I 
have no other wealth than life. Every breath which has 
been emitted is irreplaceable, and their number, in accor
dance with the science of the Most High, is limited and 
cannot be increased ... ". 

breath, since " ... every breath which has been emitted is ir
replaceable, and their number, in accordance with the sci
ence of the Most High, is limited and cannot be in
creased" [I 8]. 

2. Muraqabat (observation, control) - khalwat dar 
anjuman (alienation from society, solitude within society). 
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Text 

Rasha{1ilt [ 19) 

~ .)o~J J> L_,.lk ~iJ' ..:.)> < ... > ~iJ, ..:.)> ~_, 
.f; J' _;i_,;;...i J jlA:.:.i .S .;....;l ~iJ, ..:.)> < ... > .;l..,,.. J> 
~ ,_,;...;.;,jl,TJ~1]:=" .i.,l)>)j~Ji.S ,_)..,:;~ 

J>~.r..f; .')l..,.o..i 

KTmiya [20] 

.s .;....;l .,,;i,. J.oi J < ... > '.r. ..,;l,-~ .,_;i_,. ._,:..... J..:...i .,_;i_,. rJ' rll.. 
J> J .i..:,;;i__,. J J:S..,."'; _,. J,..;...it16--..sJ.r..)L.:;..si.i>.S ;;iJ; 

.;....;Li;...., ...Ji_,.~..;...i~JJ>.r.4Jl_...s:.;i_.,, < ... >~..sJ_,.U; 
..SJJ'J 'Y.~..SJ~ J'J .C:.~J,.O:......si.i>~.:,~ij,.S 
..SJ ~.s ,~~.J~.:Y...J'.s ..:.~_,..)< ... ».,,;~..:.Li.:>i..sl.:-

< .. >~ >)>j~~Ji ,~ i)..sJ.,!.:;.,.S J >Y...:.:,Jd ~ 
'Y. J,.0:....- .;i..,.....j>.:,~i~.S .:,Li; ..... ..,_;i,.J~J'Jb-..:...i~i 

Translation. 

Raslwl}ilt 

Rash~a. Solitude within society. < ... > Solitude 
within society is outwardly being with people while in
wardly being with God. < ... > Solitude within society is 
when one's occupation with and immersion in the men
tion of the Most High attains such a degree that if one 
were to visit the market-place, one would notice neither 
the voices nor the words, because the truth of the heart 
is entirely in the grips of dhikr. 

Al-Ghazal! distinguishes two tipes of the muriiqabat sta
tions, one of which - the muriiqabat of the sincere (the mu
riiqabat-i ~adiqiin) - is paralleled by the station of khalwat 
dar anjuman in the Naqshbandlya-Khwajagan. Both demand 
total immersion (istighriiq) in the mention of the Most High. 
They attain a level of isolation at which their surroundings, all 
which is not related to God, are no longer apprehended by the 

KTmiyil 

The second station is muriiqabat. The meaning of 
muriiqabat is control. < ... > The basis of muriiqabat is 
the knowledge that the Most High is infonned about all 
that is committed and thought by him (i.e. the mystic -
A. Kh. ). People see his outer side. < ... > Know that mu
riiqabat is of two types. The first is muriiqabat of the sin
cere, whose hearts are immersed in the grandeur of the 
Most High and are not able to withstand its awe-inspiring 
sight. There is no room in them to pay attention to any
thing else. < ... > There are those whose immersion in this 
world is so great that one addresses them and they do not 
hear; one approaches them, but they do not see, even 
though their eyes are open. This is the state of degree, the 
muriiqabat of the sincere, when they are wholly immersed 
in the Most High. 

sensory organs of vision and hearing. One finds an analogy for 
al-Ghazalrs second type of muriiqabat in the Naqshbandlya
Khwajagan principle of nigahdiisht (preservation, vigilance). as 
presented in the Rasha~iit. 

3. Muriiqabat (observation, control) - nigahdiisht 
(preservation, vigilance). 

Text 

Raslra{1ilt [21) 

J .;.i:l.. .!l; .S .i.,L < .. > ..:...j.i_,> .,_;I_.. jl ..:.},.,) J ..:.:,i~ ~J 
iJ ,_,;. ).l> ,_,.;, r"':" .S ).U..) .;.ol.. J' jl "l;j J .;.ol.. J' 

,):;5.:, ..SJ _,i,~,_,~ .s >)-'>L(; 

Krmiya [22) 

J _Ji_,,.i iJJi 'Y. ~J' .:>'...J' .S .._,..5 .r, < ... > .:,~l..J~ .,,;i_,. rJ' ~J' 
.i.,i J> J' .S J.l>JJi <.> >.f .i.,~..:.Ji_,.....,.._;,_,>..:.IS'.;> J).i_,> 
) ~ .1;l .i.,~~;;i"';..SJJ' ~ ~.,_;i_,. iJJ>....:.,,... J >)>J..f 

..sl,> J' Ji J ~rL.;..:... iJ..si.i> Ji .;:5 ,L(; .1;l )J;~ .S ~.;;i 
;;S .;,...'J.,. iJ ,_,;. J >)> r~ .)L..;; ..si.i> j1 J ,_~ ..;...i ._...A; 

Translation 

Rasha{1ilt 

The rash~a of preservation consists of observing 
one's thoughts. < ... > For an hour, or two or more hours, 
one must guard one's thoughts against the interference of 
the superfluous to the extent that this is possible. 

Here al-Ghazal! speaks of the muriiqabat of the pious, 
who should control all their states, thoughts, and actions. He 

KTmiya 

The second stage is the muriiqabat of the pious. < ... > 
Thus, he who is at this stage must watch all of his states, 
thoughts and movements. < ... > At first, one listens to a 
thought which appears in one's heart. One always looks 
after one's heart - and the thoughts arising in it - in or
der to scrutinize the thought which has appeared. If it is 
from God, one completes it. But if it stems from the de
sires of the soul, one is afraid, experiences shame before 
the Most High, and censures oneself. 

stresses in particular constant control of the thoughts which 
visit one's heart. If these thoughts are from God or about 
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him, they are permissible; but if they stem from the desires 
of the soul, then one should feel ashamed before God and 
blame oneself (maliimat). As for the RashalJiit, it also terms 
the concept of nigahdiisht control over thoughts and rec-

ommends that one spend as much time as possible control
ling them. 

4. Mu}Jiisabat (self-reckoning) - wuqiifi zamiin'i (con
sciousness of time). 

Text 

Raslla{11it (23] 

, .;._I ..,_G.,.. j10).~ l""I,) ..UI ._,...i..; ._,,;_,,.., ') ._,;l..oj ...;.,;, 
'5-:.-;1..._G...o .S .i;l.,_,,._,.;,,,-._,...i..; ..5;:r."-':I_.;. 0~ 

..:.J.il .S ~ ..._G.,.. .:-I .,;...;,;,5 Lo_,, ~j ~I... .I';' 
~ .:...:5jL J .:.- ,) .. 4';...,. .S ~ ..::.....,>; ;...,;.> J ..::.....,>; 

r--h.rjlJ....., 

KTmiyli (24] 

._,:;;, j,; _,;.~I;·~ .s .,,~ J..... jl...,...; .:-I ..._G...o r ..... rli.. 
"<Lo,- I; ~jJ;i.J...:":"'i........,:-_,;...,..;; ~.s ~..:.JJ;• ~~ 
.,r'L... .:,,Lj, Jjl_,; ,_,..,.:.-I ..;.,I_,.; '<Lo,-, .;;5 I»: .:,,Lj, ,_,.. jl 

Translation 

Raslla{11it 

Among $iifis - may Allah sanctify their souls - the 
consciousness of time consists of self-reckoning. Hagrat-i 
Khwaja - blessed be his grave - said that self
reckoning is when we take into account each hour which 
has passed for us: what passed in unconcern, and what 
with divine consciousness. When we see that it is all 
wrong, we return and begin anew. 

In this case, the RashalJiit draws a direct parallel be
tween its principle of wuqiifi zamiinl and mu}Jiisaba. 

KTmiyli 

The third station is self-reckoning after action. It is 
necessary that the servant of God have at the end of the 
day time before going to sleep in order to settle accounts 
with his soul for the day, in order to separate the capital of 
profit from the capital of loss. Capital consists of obliga
tory religious tenets; profit is what is done above and be
yond them, loss is violation. 

5. Safar dar wa{an (travel in the place where one lives), 
as presented in both texts. 

Text 

Raslla{1lit (25] 

0U.... jl~ .;;5 ).....s~~ ;"!Ill..;$ ,; .. JJ.,;'fa..,,;J 
.>;Lo) Jl.i;,;l ,...,._,.0~ .....,...; 0U.... jl ,._,s:.Lo 0~ ..s~ 

KTmiyli (26] 

..S ;..,;.._,...5.;r.L,J.~·•-'"L:..o,0~_;._).jl..:-,>l;).:,.:;.....;b, 
J ~~ 'Y...SJ..ri)l.hi....., .>J_,.,S i.:w1, .;;5 ..:.J).i. ,_,;.J.,jl 
J.,)..S i-AI_,;...,.. ..;I,> ,~jl..;J.,.:r.~ J ,_rf ~.;r.HI;)... 
~,1..:...i.,i> ..S OJ) J....) ~I.,; ..s;J..i I; .,_JL; _.;...,.:.-I .,_JI.; 

~_;... l;,I ~jl, .;...;I._,, J.,, ,;..] .>;~ i.:W1jl ,S .:-I u"'t;I) 1;1 

Translation 

Raslla{1lit 

Rashf;a. Travel in the place where one lives means 
that he who follows the path of instruction (siilik) under
takes travel within his human nature, that is, he makes the 
transition from human qualities to angelic ones, from the 
blameworthy to the praiseworthy. 

Al-Ghazall does not formulate this particular principle 
as a station, as in previous cases, although the idea of a 
spiritual journey is a fundamental one which runs through 
the entire work as safar dan wa(an. In RashalJiit, in addition 
to what is found above, this principle is explained by a cita
tion from a famous work on $iifism, 'Awiirif al-ma 'iirif 
("Gifts of Knowledge") (27] by Shihab al-Din Abii l;laf~ 

Krmiyn 

Knowledge of this path includes both inner vision 
and inner contemplation. The person who achieves this is 
he who separates himself from his native realm, leaving 
the place where he was born and which was his homeland 
to set off on a journey of faith (safar-i din). By homeland 
(wa(an) one should understand not a city or house, which 
are home only to the outer shell, the perambulations of 
which are worth nothing. One cannot say this about the 
spirit, which is the truth of man. It (the spirit - A. Kh.) 
has a quiet place from which it came into being. That is its 
homeland. And from there it undertakes the journey. 

'Umar al-Suhrawardi (1145-1234/35). The latter founded 
an independent Arab $iifi school the basic principles of 
which provided the foundation for the Suhrawardiya broth
erhood which later took shape in India. He was a follower of 
the teachings of al-Ghazali's brothers - Abii l;lamid al-Ghazali, 
who was responsible for the theoretical, and Ahmad al
Ghazali ( d. 1126), who took care of the practical side of the 
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teaching. One can often encounter this work on the margins 
of !~ya' 'u/iim al-din ("Resurrection of the Sciences") [28). 

Apart from the clearly delineated parallels in the chosen 
principles of the Naqshbandfya-Khwajagan, one should also 
note the principles of yadkard and wuqiif-i qalbl, which 
signify, successively, the mention of God (dhikr) and 
consciousness of the heart. Since dhikr as a form of practi
cal exercise was known long before al-Ghazalf - passing 
the mention of God through one's heart or pronouncing 
dhikr with the heart - there is no need to focus special 
attention on them in this context, although al-Ghazalf ex
plains both in his Kimiyii. 

A comparison of the Naqshbandfya-Khwajagan's prin
ciples cited with the parallel principles formulated in the 
Kim(va does not yield sufficient grounds for considering the 
former the result of adaptation made by a single man on the 
basis of a manuscript work. For this reason, it is unlikely 
that the similarity indicated here should be considered 
a direct borrowing by al-Ghijduwanf of the principles of 
spiritual-religious life from the text of al-Ghazalrs Kimiyii. 
But a single source in the formulations cited here is evident. 
Most likely, al-Ghijduwanf learnt of them from his shaykh, 
Abu Ya'qub Yusuf al-Hamadanf (1048-1140), a contempo
rary of al-Ghazalf. Al-Hamadanf received education together 
with al-Ghazal! at practically the same time and from the 
same teachers: Abu Is~aq al-Shfrazf ( d. I 083) and shaykh 
Abu 'Alf Farmadi al-Tusf (d. 1084/85) [29]. It is probable 
that these two men (or one of them) were the source of the 
subsequent formation of the Naqshbandfya-Khwajagan's 
principles. But it is also possible that because Abu Is~aq al
Shfrazf and Abu 'Alf Farmadi al-Tusf were al-Ghazalrs 
teachers, the latter gives so detailed exposition of these 
principles in his work. 

One cannot also exclude the possibility that the principles 
of religious-spiritual life under discussion were adopted by al
Ghazalf from the works of his Ash'arite predecessors, for 
example, from al-l:larith al-M~asibf (ca. 781-857), or that 
al-Ghazal! could familiarise himself with these principles 
during his extensive travels. They could also be the principles 
of the ma/ama(iya movement in Khurasan, the adepts of 
which accepted the ideas of al-Mu~asibf. Whatever the case 
may be, the fact that al-Ghazalrs work contained a discussion 
of the principles renamed and adapted for the Naqshbandfya
Khwajagan by al-Ghijduwanf only increased the popularity of 
this Sufi school and, later, brotherhood. 

if we accept the fact that the principles of spiritual
religious life under review here were known to mystics 
before they were formulated by al-Ghijduwanf for the 
Khwajagan school, then the only new element introduced 
into ~ufi practice by al-Ghijduwanf was the practice of 
dhikr by holding one's breath. According to the tradition, 
this exercise was taught to him in visions by al-Khi~r, that is 
why the brotherhood's tradition considers al-Ghijduwanf 
uwaysi', that is, initiated without the participation of 
a shaykh. Here is how the author of the Rasha~at describes 
this mystical experience: 

"Enter the reservoir (~aw<f), lower yourself entirely 
into the water and say with your heart (dil): 'La iliiha ii/ii 
Alliihu wa-Mu~ammadun rasiilu Alliihi'" [30]. 

This laconic description plays on two words - the res
ervoir (/Jawcf), into which one must lower oneself com
pletely, and the heart (di/), with which one must pronounce 

the formula. This exercise naturally implies the holding 
one's breath (~abs-i nafas, ~abs-i dam), since full immer
sion (including the head) in water compels one to hold one's 
breath as well as to assume suitable position under water to 
disassociate oneself from all outer stimulants, leading to 
an altered perception of the world. 

Despite the seeming simplicity of this exercise's 
performance, one must consider it in a methaphorical sense, 
otherwise the question arises whether it was easy to 
al-Ghijduwanrs numerous followers to find deep reservoirs 
permitting full daily immersion in Bukhara or surrounding 
regions. Besides, it is known that Baha' al-Din Naqshband 
did not regard the principle of holding the breath, proposed 
by al-Ghijduwanf, as obligatory (/azim) [31]. A quotation 
from the first 'unwan of al-Ghazalrs Kimiyii, seems to 
elucidate the question: 

"From the preceding, the virtue of the nature of the 
human heart has become intelligible and the nature of the 
path of ~ufis has become clear. Just as one might hear 
from those who say that the religious science is the curtain 
which hides that path and could deny it, do not deny these 
words: the truth is that when one is busy with or immerses 
(mustaghraq) in what has been acquired through the 
senses, a curtain appears [hiding] the path. As though one 
were to liken the heart (dil) to a reservoir (~aw<f), and the 
senses to five ariqs which bring water from without into 
the reservoir. If you wish for pure water to rise from the 
depths of the reservoir, then see to it that you release that 
water in full, closing off all ariqs so that it does not return. 
Deepen the reservoir that pure water might rise from its 
depths. And, as long as the reservoir is filled with water 
which flows in from without, pure water cannot rise from 
within, just as religious knowledge, which bursts out from 
within the heart, will not be acquired until the gates of the 
heart are freed from all that comes from without" [32]. 

As is evident from the excerpt, al-Ghazalf employs the 
same two words, likening the heart to a reservoir consisting 
both of pure, ground water from the reservoir itself and 
of water brought in from without by the five senses. 

If one accepts that the exercise proposed by 
al-Ghijduwani must be considered as a metaphor, it can be 
interpreted as follows: the disciple enters into the heart
reservoir and immerses himself fully in its water, which 
belongs to the heart itself, thus shuting off all outer senses, 
and pronounces the formula of dhikr with the heart. Holding 
the breath is necessary in order to wholly concentrate atten
tion on the heart itself. Apparently, the same effect is 
achieved by the mental calculation of the number of repeti
tions of dhikr while pronouncing them, a practice intro
duced by Naqshband and defined as consciousness of num
ber - wuqiif-i 'adadf [33]. 

Since it is possible that al-Gijduwani only transmitted 
a tradition of spiritual-religious life from Abu Ya'qub 
al-Hamadanf, one can conjecture that this exercise was 
suggested to the former during the period of his instruction 
by the latter, and not earlier. 

We can find unreferenced borrowings from al-Ghazalrs 
Ki'miya can be found in works by later Naqshbandfya
Khwajagan shaykhs, for example, in Mu~ammad Parsa 
( 1345-1420), in his Risa/a-yi qudsiyya ("Treatise on 
Holiness") [34). For example, listed below are several pas
sages on the mention of God, borrowed from the Ki'miya 
practically without alteration by Parsa, therefore, they are 
given here without translation or commentary. 
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Risala-yi qudsiyya [35] 

.) ...,,._,; ...J5 ~ J ·~.}....:. J• ;') .. ; J_,:;-,,..s,.r. _J; 
._,.Jl;;J, .r. .....:,L,; _,..;Li J<.T.r, ,_,,.;...;_,...;I;> .S ._.:....
~, .. ;JI.> L,;,..,.,L..)))1.>jlJ>.,.,.j,J~< ... > ~j 

L; ;l.,.:>I >)> j...; ;l.,.:>~ .S ;.;L..; 1l;:'" .;_,$1 •l+ ~'JJ;' _J; 
'Y..) ._,.Jl;;, ~j I~~ L; ..>..:,l,.,. p .;ljl ~ ..r. 'Y. ~I 
.) ,),_;; ij-"tl ..:.._,.. ""'...r. .JLS° iJ" .S ;.;L..; t!L.;. ~~I .S 

J ,,_J ;.;.;,; ._,, .r. 0_,)J.. 0;_,..., .S 'Y. ~I,< ... >.;_,.. 
0~1, 01µ1 ~ d,'")l., _,.1.J':, .lJ,1, l,.,.;I cl,) 

..s.r.>; I;_,..)_,.< > ,_,,s" .;>.,..; _,s:..,; ..S~;_-. .J:-'-':I ~j ._#, 
~.J ol;;.;..:-1~; ol;~I..:.......,; ,~L;~.J ;,-..;> J ~T.J..::,J.-.> 

Thus, even these parallels provided allow us to suggest that 
by the time of the Khwajagan school's emergence, Muslim 
mystics already possessed principles of spiritual-religious life 
analogous to those which were later formulated by al
Ghijduwani for his numerous Persian-language followers. 

Further, there is a view that the Klmiya is but an 
abridged Persian version of al-Ghazalrs JfJya' 'uliim al-din. 
This view seems to arose first at the end of the nineteenth 
century in the description of one of the earliest full copies of 
the work, stored in the British Museum [3 7] and dated to 
67211274. Despite the presence of English and German 
translations of the work [3 8], from that time until the pres
ent this view has made its way from one catalogue to an
other [39], appearing even in serious researchs [40]. The 
reason is probably that al-Ghazalrs works have been studied 
and continue to be studied mainly by Arabists who consider 
the existence of an abridged translation of the lfJya' 'uliim 
al-din into Persian quite natural. On the other hand, one 
must take into account that translations of the Klmiya-yi 
sa 'adat into, say, English, were undertaken not from the 
original Persian but from translations into Turkish [ 41] and 
Urdu [42]. Besides, Claud Field's English translation is so 
abridged in comparison with the Persian original, consti
tuting as little as a third of its original size [43], that it 
hardly provides an adequate sense of the work's contents, 
although it may be "ideally suited for educational pur
poses" [44]. True, in the second edition of the translation, 
a new foreword prepared by Elton L. Daniel appeared. It is 
significantly expanded with a brief biography of al-Ghazali, 
a description of the historical, religious, and intellectual 
situation during his lifetime (including his influence and 
significance for the Islamic world), a short analysis of cer
tain questions connected with the Klmiya, and a good bibli
ography dealing with al-Ghazalrs works. 

As concerns H. Ritter's German translation, one must 
take into account that it contains a translation only of the 
first 'unwan and one short chapter from the second rukn. 
The rest consists of the text of the JJ:iya' 'uliim al-din 
abridged by Ritter himself, or as he put it himself: "Der er
ste Tei! Von der Selbsterkenntnis ist eine wortliche Ober
setzung der ersten 'Eingangs' ('unwan) des Kimija as
sa 'adat ... Das Kapitel Uber die Freundschafi und Bruder
schafi in Goll folgt dem arabischen Text der lhja, das 
Kapitel Uber die Pflichten gegen Muslimen, Nachbarn, 
Verwandte und Sklaven wieder ganz dem Kimija, der Rest 
wieder dem arabischen Text. In der Jhja entnommenen 
StUcken sind einzelne Teile, besonders die Belege aus Ko
ran, Hadith und athar, nach dem Vorgangs des Kimija 
gekUrtzt" [45]. The second edition of Ritter's translation dif
fers from the first in a new foreword prepared by Anne
Marie Shimmel [46]. 

Krmiya [36] 

~ J>;>....;J'" );>.S ~) '~ ._,.Jl;; J>.r....J.S° ~I~ 
... 'Y.o:-;_;:.~J.;;~.J.s,_,.;._,..;Li)..sjLo,,_,.;.< .. >·~Jr:', 

~I, ,,j JI.> l,;• ..rJL..J, ;L> jl J• .;~ .S ~~~.;I~ 
;,-._;l~,Y.~I L;).,.;>1,)>Jl..;;L,.:>~.S ..ul.;;,>;~ ·~~ 

t!L.;. ~~I .S 'Y.)..,.Jl;;, ~j l.i.::;~, '';~ L; ;.;.:.~p 
.) .i.; ij-"tl ..:.._,.. ""'...r..JLS°"" ~L..)._,.JL.;.;>.S ,_r, 
lnl r)l...JI ~ L,.,;I c.1,;1, d.'")l. _,.1.1': J._,.J < > .;_,.. 
~) ol; ~I .S ,_,.;. • .i.,L; .;I ~.J ;' ... ,_,,s" .,,_,..; _;..;, ..s~~ 

~j...,:..,; J.-_, ..s.r.>; I;_,..)_,., ~.J ol;..,; ..:-1 

In other words, in Europe there are to this day no schol
arly translations of the Klmiya despite the numerous full 
editions of the text which have lately appeared in Iran and 
the presence of the work's copies in all of the major 
European manuscript collections. In essence, the contents of 
the work remain little known to scholars. Othewise, it is dif
ficult to explain the fact that chronologists of al-Ghazalrs 
works until recently erroneously considered that one of his 
Arabic-language works, the Mishkat al-anwar wa-misfat al
asrar ("The Niche for Light and Filter for Secrets") was 
written after the Klmiya, in 1106/07 [47], although the text 
of the Klmiya contains a direct reference to the Mishkat 
al-anwar [48]. Some researchers, for example, 

D. B. Macdonald, considered the Mishkat al-anwar to be 
al-Ghazalrs last work, locating the period of its composition 
"ii la fin de sa vie" [49], i.e. to the time of the author's final 
return to Tiis (1109-1111), while M. W. Watt belived 
that "the citations leave a wide margin for the Mishkat 
but its contents indicate a last date" [50]. The opinion of 
'Abd al-Rafi' is that al-Ghazali compiled the work 
"between the year 503 and 505 of the Hijra 
(A. D. 1109/10-1111112 - A. Kh.), that is after his last 
return to Tiis" [51 ]. Finally, sharing this view, Elton Daniel, 
in his foreword to the 1991 edition of Field's translation of 
the Klmiya asserts: "Since the Mishkat is a very late work 
by Ghazzali, it would appear that the Alchemy should be 
dated to the final years of Ghazzalrs life" [ 52], despite the 
fact that this does not agree with the already established 
chronology as set forth in the author's own references [53]. 

Although no one appears to have conducted any special 
work on a comparative analysis of the Klmiya and the Jf}ya · 
'uliim al-din, several researchers on al-Ghazali have 
recently made cautious comments on the "slightly altered" 
contents of the rukns of the Klmiya in comparison with the 
/~ya' 'uliim al-din [54]. Some remarks point to "certain" or 
even extremely "significant differences". According to Watt, 
"there are some differences which have not been fully investi
gated" [55], while Elton Daniel says that "there are ... some 
significant differences between the two works" [56]. 

As for Iranian scholars, the overwhelming majority of 
them do not even raise the issue of an abridged versian of 
the JJ:iya' 'uliim al-din into Persian under the title Klmiya-yi 
sa 'adat. They consider it self-evident that these are two in
dependent works with certain similarities in chapter titles 
and structure. Here, for example, is only one opinion: 
"Klmiya-yi sa 'adat is similar to JJ:iya · 'uliim, both are com
posed along the same pattern and scheme. However, each sup
plements the other. In particular, the Klmiya-yi sa 'adat, which 
l:lujjat al-Islam (i.e. al-Ghazali - A. Kh.) wrote in Persian, 
is probably more important from the point of view of Per
sian-language people" [57]. 
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It is really difficult to imagine that as an adult already well
known in the Muslim world, al-GhazalI undertook to "repeat" 
what he had already written, even in abridged form and in a 
different language. It is true that the subject matter of the Kl
miya in some ways overlaps with the questions treated in the 
/~ya·. But this is not surprising, as both works treat theologi
cal, philosophical, and $iifi questions. At times, the author 
makes references to the /~ya' [58]. This is not, however, a 
reason to consider the Klmiya an abridgment of the 
Ihya' 'uliim al-din. After all, contemporary authors who refer 
a reader to their own works for further details in no wise con
sider their later creations to be a "brief reworking" of what 
they wrote earlier on the same topic. Al-GhazalI himself 
points to a difference between the two works: "We spoke 
about this in more detail in the book Dhikr al-maw/ 
("Comments on Death") from the book !~ya'. Here we limit 
ourselves (iqti![ar) to an explication of the truth of death, and 
focus attention (isharat) on ... " [59]; or also "anyone who 
wants to learn in detail about physical torment should consult 
the !~ya', while anyone who wishes to learn of spiritual tor
ment should consult the 'unwans of this book ... " [60]. 

Regarding the wide-spread opinion that Klmiya-yi 
sa ·ad at is an "abridged" version, or "translation", into Per
sian of the JJ:rya' 'ulzlm al-din, it is appropriate here to cite 
some figures. The approximate ratio of characters in 
eponymous rub 's of the !~ya' and rukns of the Klmiya is as 
follows: for the first rub' - 1 : 5.6; for the second - 1 : 2.9; 
for the third - 1 :3.2; for the fourth - 1 :3.8. Thus, in 
comparison with the rub 's, the rukns are "abridged" by an 
average factor of 3.9. If we take into account the volume of 
the four 'unwans, the basic ratio will be slightly less, ap
proximately 1 :3.6. In other words, assuming that al-GhaziilI 
set himself the task of translating into Persian the contents 
of the !~ya' 'uliim al-din, one must admit that this resulted 
in a foreign-language summary with theses in which less 
than one third of the basic work was retained. A quick 
glance suffices to espy the difference between the two 

works, a difference which goes beyond the "brevity" of the 
Klmiya. Writing in Persian, it must have cost al-GhazalI, 
who knew Arabic well and wrote in it his entire life, no little 
effort to restructure to some degree his conceptual apparatus 
and express for the first time on paper his ideas in a lan
guage which had hardly been used for this purpose before. 
To speak and to write are different things, especially when 
complex philosophical concepts and ideas are at issue. 

This is what the author himself says about the "Alchemy 
of Happiness": 

"In this book .. we will give explications for speak
ers of Persian, refraining from long and unclear expres
sions, from difficult and abstruse content, in order to make 
it accessible. If someone wishes to undertake research and 
to refine what is discussed here. he should consult books 
(my emphasis -A. Kh.) in Arabic such as the books lhyii · 
'u/iim al-din, Jawiihir al-Qur 'an ("Gems of the Qur'an"), 
and other works of similar content written in Arabic, as 
the aim of this book is to be understood by simple people 
( 'awiim-i khalq) ... " [61). 

Moreover, in the Klmiya, the author refers readers 
to such his works as Ma ·ani as ma '-yi Allah ("On the 
Meaning of the Divine Names", which in the Arabic bears 
the title al-Maq![ad al-isna fl asma' Allah al-f}usna) [62], 
Mishkat al-anwar wa-misfat al-asrar ("The Niche for Light 
and Filter for Secrets") [63], Bidiiyat al-hidiiya ("Setting 
out on the True Path") [64], and books on logic [65] and 
fiqh [66]. Furthermore, in all four rukns one encounters ref
erences to the 'unwans located at the beginning of the work 
and lacking in the !~ya' 'uliim al-din. This testifies to the 
cohesion of the work's conception and its independence 
from the !~ya·. 

As another argument, one can pinpoint the author's own 
comments on the aims of the JJ:rya' 'uliim al-din and the 
Klmiya-yi sa 'adat: 

Text 

IJ1ya' [67] 

._,:JI U.:.~I r1<- ,;,,, .lili U.L...JI ~ .. ,..t.:S:.11 l.io iJA ,_,.....w11 
)>;F ,.;,,Ju.JI......., ~l&._,...;.;lS' ,;,1,.,_,L:S:.J1 ~1~1._,; ;....;.;~ 

..,JI _y_J, U. L...J I r1<- J .r.i; .-...) I 

KTmiya [68] 

l;JI J-; J .S..,'"')..., ,1 .;,Li...., I; .)~I.I>~ ..:.....;i ...;.:lS:.,. r1<- 1..1 
.:Y-' ol; ..:-~ '5 !'<Id .,_,L:S' i:f'_;> '5 ..:....;I .U..L... r1<- J J...L!.. 
, .;,I,~ J; ;' .5:.;L.:.; ol; ,lj J ~ .;,~ J; ;' .5:.;L.:.; ..:....I 

... ..:.....1..:-~ J; ;' .5:.;L.:.; ol; Jjl.;..., ..:....I ..:-Jl.L... 

.}~;,,.::-1.)t..; J:>..:..>l:..:.;,,_,.,i..:-,L..-.S ...:.r)..u"'-->:,;,ljl 

J; )~ "'~ ..1~ J .I.! J...l.- ;,I_~ ;~,;,i.;.;~..:.>l:..:.J-..1 J ,1 
.1;lj...l.-

Translation 

1~1yn • 
What is sought after in this book is only the science 

of conduct, without the science of revelation, which 
would be impermissible to include in this book. for the 
latter represents the final goal of seekers and the desired 
object of the sincere gaze. The path to it lies through the 
science of conduct. 

KTmiyn 

As concerns the science of revelation, it is knowledge 
of the most High, His qualities, angels, and His messen
gers. The science of conduct forms the subject matter for 
this book: those obstacles on the religious path of which 
we spoke in the rukn "harmful things"; the amount trav
eled discussed in the rukns "religious observance" and 
"conduct"; the stages of the path discussed in the rukn 
"things which save" ... 

Thus, it has become clear that human happiness re
sides in the knowledge of the Most High and in obedience 
to Him. The bases of [this) knowledge were acquired with 
the mystical knowledge of the four 'unwiins. And obedi
ence will be acquired with the four rukns. 
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As the citations show, in the !IJyii' 'u/um al-din al-Ghaza!T 
does not set himself the task of presenting the science of 
revelation ( 'i/m a/-mukiishafa), saying that the path to it lies 
through the science of conduct ( 'i/m al-mu 'iimala), to 
which he dedicates his work. In the Klmiyii, he says that the 
science of revelation is the "knowledge of the Most High, 
His qualities, angels, and His messengers ... the bases of 
[this] knowledge were acquired with the mystical knowl
edge (ma 'rifat) of the four 'unwiins ... ".That is, the exposi
tion was structured so that first the 'unwiins treat the science 
of revelation, while the rukns concern the science of con
duct. Consequently, the science of conduct is perceived dif
ferently, through the prism of mystical knowledge, or the 
science of revelation. In other words, knowledge of God 
initially points to a different understanding of the observa
tion of religious duties and the behavioral norms required 
by Islam and described in the rukns. Hence, the title con
tains the word of Greek origin, klmiyii, which in the middle 
ages signified the transmutation or transformation of an or
dinary substance into something of great value. This is the 
meaning with which it entered the Persian language [69]. 
The author himself states a preference for the word klmiyii 
he employs in the title and explains his understanding of it: 

"Inasmuch as the essence of man at the beginning of 
his formation (iifarlnish) is imperfect and base, it is im
possible to bring it from imperfection to perfect stages 
without inner struggle (mujiihadat) and healing. Just as it 
is difficult to effect the transmutation (klmiyii) which 
brings copper and brass to pure, unalloyed gold - and 
this [art] is not known to all, it is difficult to effect the 
transmutation of human nature, which belongs to the base 
animals, into the purity and refinement of the angels in or
der to obtain eternal happiness, and this [art] is not known 
to all. The aim of this book's creation is to explain the 
[four?] components [necessary] for this transmutation 
(akhlii! In klmiyii), which, in truth, is the elixir of eternal 
happiness. Having precisely this in mind, we entitled this 
work Klm1yii-yi sa 'iidat. The noun klmiyii in the title is 
preferable, as the difference between copper and gold con
sists of no more than yellowness and hardness, and the 
fruit of the transmutation is no more than earthly well
being. How much time is allotted to mere earth and what 
exactly are earthly goods? And the difference between 
animal and angelic qualities is as between the lowest of 
the low and the highest of the high. Its fruit is human 
happiness which knows no end and the enjoyments of 
which are boundless. Thus, the noun klmiyii would be bor
rowed and unworthy ( 'iiriyat-asl wa saziiwiir nlst) except 
for [the designation ot] this book" (70). 

Finally, one should note the fundamental differences in 
the compositional structures of the two works. The !IJyii' 
'u/um al-din is divided into four quarters (rub 's), each of 
which in tum contains ten books (kitiibs). Nearly all of the 
books open with an introduction revealing the theme in the 
form of an apparently original matrix text. It begins with 
a glorification of Allah, goes on to reveal the concepts in
troduced, and closes with a glorification of the Prophet. In 
the Kfmiyii, a similarly structured text is explicitly found 
only at the start of the work and is lacking in eponymous 
rukns and a~/s (see below). 

It is clear from the preceding that there is no mention of 
a Persian translation of some concrete Arabic work by al
GhazalL It is an independent book written in Persian in an 
accessible manner to ease the understanding of many com-

plex philosophical and theological questions treated by the 
author in his numerous works written in Arabic. Nonethe
less, the text is distinguished by the impressive logic in 
making conclusions and deductions, which is characteristic 
of al-Ghazalf's style of composition. 

Structurally, the Klmiyii is divided into eight chapters, 
four of which have traditionally been viewed in the schol
arly literature as a preface. Absent in the llJyii' 'u/um al-din, 
they are found at the beginning of the work and are titled by 
al-Ghaza!T 'unwiins (71 ]. These are "On self-knowledge" 
(Dar shiniikhtan-i khuyish) (fols. 4b-19a), "On the 
knowledge of the Most High" (Dar shiniikhtan-i lfaqq-i 
SublJiina wa ta'ii/a) (fols. 19a-29a), "On the mystical 
knowledge of the world" (Dar ma 'rifat-i dunyii) 
(fols. 29a-33 a), and "On the mystical knowledge of life 
beyond the grave" (Dar ma 'rifat-i iikhirat) (fols. 33 a-
48 b ). They are followed by four chapters entitled rukns 
("pillars") by the author. Their titles coincide with the titles 
of the four rub 's ("quarters") found in the !IJyii · 'u/um 
al-din, which seems to have misled those viewing the 
Klmiyii a Persian translation of the !IJyii '. Two of these 
rub 's deal with the outward observance of religious com
mandments and performance from the point of view of the 
sharl'a: 'ibiidiit ("religious observances") (fols. 49a
l 02a) and mu 'iimaliit ("conduct") (fols. I 02 b-205 a). The 
other two cover the inner spiritual qualities which a true 
believer must possess - mahlukiit ("that which brings 
ruin") (fols. 205 b-315 a) and munjfyiit ("that which brings 
salvation") (fols. 3 I 5 b-441 a). The smallest division of 
text in all eight chapters is the section (fa~/). It is the only 
division of text found in the first four, while the remaining 
chapters contain larger subdivisions of the text: rukn - a~/ 
(basis) - biib (part) -fa~/. Each of the four rukns contains 
ten a~/s. 

A more detailed analysis of the structure of the Kfmiyii 
reveals that the author did not see the four 'unwiins as 
a kind of prelude to the rukns. Using the term 'unwiin, al
Ghaza!I had in mind the word's broader range of meanings. 
The use of the word in the following combinations: ma 'rifat-i 
'unwiin-i musa/miinl; nfku-yi ;;iihir 'unwiin-i nlku-yi bii{in 
ast; amma 'unwiin-i iin 'i/mhii iin ast ki; unwiin-1 
musalmiinl [72] gives one grounds to interpret it as 
"indicator", "possessive marker", "symbol" or "upper part", 
"peak". The phrases then read "mystical knowledge indi
cating submission to God", "outer beauty indicates inner 
beauty", "however, the mark of belonging to that sciences 
is ... ", "indicator of humility before God" respectively. The 
correctness of this interpretation is confirmed by the trans
lation of the word 'unwiin given in the brief glossary to a 
copy of al-Ghazalrs work dated to 111II1699, where the 
compiler interprets it as follows: "'Unwiin with damma and 
kasra; introduction to the book; the beginning or'something; 
that from which something comes from; that from which 
something becomes comprehensible and grasped" [73]. 

The interpretation of 'unwiin offered here in many ways 
determines our understanding of the composite structure of 
the text. As was noted above, the beginning of the Klmiyii is 
characterized by a structure which formally resembles 
a matrix one and which appears to determine the rest of the 
exposition. In the !IJyii' 'u/um al-din, however, such texts 
precede nearly all of the 40 books. This organization of the 
text - the essence of the given theme - is typical of espe
cially significant sections, where an ordinary linear exposi
tion is no longer capable of reflecting the full depth or all 
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aspects of the author's thought. Matrix texts form a certain 
variety of independent syntactic unit and are based on 
parallelisms organised along grammatical, semantic and 
phonetic lines - syntagms. The size of a matrix text is 
determined by the interplay of textual segments which stand 
far apart from one another in linear exposition. To achieve 
this, the subject under discussion is ideally (i) subdivided 
by the author into a series of identically structured acts 
(states) (ii) which consist of syntagms equal in number, 
(iii) linked by parallelisms, and (iv) characterized by the 
same gradation (ascending, descending, etc.) [74]. By 
juxtaposing such segments according to the number of syn
tagms in each act (horizontally) and according to the num
ber of acts themselves (vertically), one arrives at a table or 
matrix in which the ratio of first and second numbers usu
ally corresponds to the ratio of sacred numbers typical of 
the author's cultural milieu. 

In all likelihood, the basic task of a matrix text is the 
sacralization of consciousness during reading, the estab
lishment of a certain rhythm. Moreover, one can surmise 
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that a "familiarity with matrix structures encouraged in at
tentive readers the ability to think and make decisions" [75]. 

Such texts are round in various cultural traditions: 
Christian, Vedic, Buddhist, Daoist, etc. [76]. In Muslim 
culture, texts functionally equivalent to matrices are known 
in ~iifi ritual practice as khatm [77]. However, outside this 
ritual practice, in the written tradition, they have not yet re
ceived sufficient study. Therefore, the question of how 
widely and purposefully they were employed remains open. 

An example of a matrix structure in al-Ghazalrs Ifrya · 
'uliim al-din is for example found at the beginning of the 
fortieth chapter entitled "On the mention of death" [78]. 
The excerpt cited below (see Table 7) has very clear 
boundaries, beginning with the words in praise of Allah and 
ending with the words wa-thumma ("and then"). It is 
followed by a different segment (not cited here) of rhythmi
cally organized text up to the traditional amma ba 'd ("and 
then"). In Table 7, key elements in the segment's rhythmic 
organization are highlighted in cursive (in the original) and 
in boldface (in the translation where possible). 

Table 7 
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Translation 

1 Praise be unto Allah, who snapped by death the 
necks of the tyrants, 2 and broke by it the backs of the 
khusraws, 3 and limited by it the aspirations of the Caesars, 

4 Who, no sooner did their hearts cease to mention 
death abhorrent, 5 then the true promise came to them 
6 and felled them instantly . 

7 And they were taken from palaces to graves, 8 and 
from the light of the cradles to the darkness of the burial 
places, 9 and from amusements with girls and young boys 
to the struggle against insects and worms. 

10 And from the enjoyment of food and drink to im
mersion in dust, 11 and from the joy of interaction to the 
dejection of loneliness, 12 and from a soft bed to a harsh 
defeat. 

13 And look, did they find against death any fortitude 
and strenfth, 14 and did they acquire against it any bar or 
amulet, 1 and look, will you feel any of them or hear from 
them any rustle? 

16 Praised be He who is alone in subjugating and 
conquering, 17 and became a Lord in [his] right to perma
nence, 18 and disdained the horde of creations in the tran
sience which is their fate 
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The basic movement within each triad is from worldly 
life to physical death. Somewhat separate from this 
movement is the final part, which, by virtue of its 
exceptional and singular nature is the fulcrum of the 
passage. But even there "this world" is initially described in 
terms of its full subjugation to the Creator and finally in 
terms of the transitory nature of worldly things. Syntagm 9 
also stands apart, as it relates to the next series (change of 

I 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 

9 

IO II 
12 

13 14 15 

16 17 18 

For comparison and as an example of matrix structures 
rn the Eastern Christian tradition, one can cite a "word-

state) and appears to be in the wrong place. By doing this, 
the author likely wished to stress the sinful life led by 
tyrants in general and by the Sassanian khusraws and 
Roman Caesars in particular. The latter are enumerated in 
the first line in the chronological order of Islam's victories 
over them. Thus, the excerpt can be expressed in the form 
of a table (see Table 8) which reflects the 3 x 6 matrix 
structure of the text: 

Table 8 

I 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

IO II 12 

13 14 15 

16 17 18 

weaving" composition by Cyprian (ca. 1336-1406), a 
senior contemporary ofEpiphanius the Wise (?-1420): 

Text 

1 HcxoiJumb y6o om o6umeAu 2 u o67>XoiJumb OKpyc Mecma oHa nycmbtHHaa, 3 u o6pemaemb Mecmo 6e3MOABHO 
Ha pew, Hapu1(aeMoii Pama, 4 u my J1Cllfllll4a ce6e BoiJpyJtCaemb, 5 u mpydbt MHOcb1 noiJeMAemb, 6 u 60J1e3Hll K 
6oAe3HeM npUAazaem, 7 u nomb1 npoAuem. 8 H l(epKOBb BhldBU3aemb BO UMR cnaca Haweco Hucyca Xpucma, 9 u 
Kemw Bocma6J1Remb Bo npe6b1BaH11e npuxoiJJ114eii K HeMy 6pamuu (cited from (79]). 

Translation 

1 For he goes out from the dwelling 2 and walks around the place, it is desolate, 3 and he finds a silent place on the 
river called Raia, 4 and here he erects for himself a place to live 5 and undertakes many labours 6 and endures hardship af
ter hardship 7 and sweats mightily. 8 And he sets up a church in the name of our Saviour Jesus Christ 9 and puts in it cells 
for the accommodation of the brothers who come to him. 

The analysis of the text conducted by D. L. Spivak re
veals its matrix structure, which fits into a 3 x 3 table. Seg
ment 4 is followed by a triad (5-7) which belongs to a dif-

Search for a place 

Building 

Personal efforts 

Building 

The text of al-Ghazalrs Klmiyii-yi sa 'iidat reveals similar 
structure features in the section opening the entire text. 
It is evident both from the original and from the translation 
(see Table IO below) that the text is divided into paired, 

I 

4 

5 

ferent semantic category - "personal efforts". After this 
come syntagms 8 and 9, which relate to syntagm 4, as is 
evident from the following Table 9 [80]: 

Table 9 

2 3 

6 7 

8 9 

or binary, syntagms. Each pair is anchored by a structure 
which, in the majority of cases, consists of a preposition 
and the copula. Here is the text organised in the form 
of a table: 
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Translation 

In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate, Ruler of the worlds! 

Table 10 
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1» Great gratitude and gratefulness to the multitude of drops of rain and stars in the heavens, b) the leaves of the trees 
and the grains of sand in the deserts, o) the specks of dust of the earth and sky. id) To that Lord, the oneness of whom is His 
quality, •)the glory and greatness, His magnificence, and 0excellcnce, majesty and sparkle, His special quality. 

3 Not one creation can comprehend His perfection and glory. 'No one except Him can grasp the truth of His mystical 
knowledge. 

5 However, the admission of powerlessness before His mystical knowledge is the awakening of the mystical knowl
edge of the righteous, 6 and the admission of negligence in granting to Him praise and glory is the completion of praise by 
the angels and prophets [may Allah's blessings be upon them all]. 

7 The limit of reason of the intelligent is amazement in the sources of the blaze of His glory. 'The end for those who 
go along the path and for followers in the desire to draw close to His beauty is surprise. 

9 To despair in the bases of His mystical knowledge is ta "!ii (i.e. denial that the Creator possesses qualities - A. Kh.), 
' 0 just as to pretend to pure perfection in imagination is tashbih (i.e. the attribution of qualities to the Creator -A. Kh.). 

11 The fate of every eye from the contemplation of His essence will be blindness. 12 The fruit for all reason from the 
sight of the marvels of His creation will be the indispensable mystical knowledge. 

13 May God forbid that in relation to the greatness of His essence one should wonder of what type it is or what it is. 
14 May God forbid that any heart in relation to the marvels of His creation for a moment become careless about with what 
and with whom is linked its being. 

"It is imperative for a person to know that »everything is the doing of His might, b)everything is the marvel and un
usualness of His wisdom, ')everything is the radiance of His grand presence. 16d)Everything stems from Him, •)everything 

goes back to Him, %ut everything is He Himself. 
"Nothing has true being except for Him, 18 but the being of all which exists is the radiance of His being. 
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Fig. 8 
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The first triad (1-2)(3--4) (5-6) is structured in 
a somewhat unusual way: gratitude to the variety of God's 
creations goes first, then praise to God's oneness and, finally 
assertion of his unknowability are given. The gradation 
within the triad moves from a description of action to 
the result of that action. The triad ends with a formulaic 
blessing, as though summing up the passage. 

The next triad (7-8) (9-10) (11-12) describes the 
lot of those who attempt to know the Creator and his crea
tions in two fashions: with reason and with the heart. We 
find the same movement here. 

Finally, the last triad (13-14)(15-16)(17-18) de
scribes that which one must know in relation to the being of 
the Creator and his creations. A more detailed analysis 
would awaits a separate study, but the text as presented here 
in general form can easily be expressed as a 3 x 3 matrix. 

To sum up, the Klmiya-yi sa ·adat is one of the first 
theological-philosophical, and ~iifi works written in 
Persian. It is also one of the most popular and best known 
(if not the most popular) works of such kind, at least within 
the Iranian ethno-linguistic region, that is, where the 
Khwajagan school and Naqshbandiya brotherhood arose. 
We can state that the Klmiya-yi sa 'adat is not an abridged 
translation of the IJ:rra' 'u/iim al-din, but an independent 
work. Further, it should be stressed that al-Ghaza!I received 
his education from the same teachers as the shaykh 
who founded the Khwajagan school. Present in the Klmiya, 
in more or less fully formulated fashion, are principles 
analogous to the principles of spiritual-religious life 
espoused by the Naqshbandiya-Khwajagan and one can find 
direct borrowings from it in the words of shaykhs from the 
Naqshbandiya brotherhood. 
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